Let ξ = (E, Π E , B, F, G) be a smooth (C~) bundle, where as usual E is the total space, B the base, F the (connected) fiber, G the group, and Π E :E->B the projection. Assume H k (F) to be finite dimensional for all k. A form ω on the total space is said to have fiber-compact support if, and only if, for all xeB, there is a neighbourhood U x of x, a trivialization φ: U x x F ~ TΓΪ^CT*), and a compact set KaF such that (support Φ*ω) n (U x x F) c U x x K. Denote these fc-forms by A k
F (E), and their de Rham cohomology by H F (E). When F is compact A F (E) = A k (E), the algebra of all jfc-forms on E; if B is compact, A F (E) is the algebra A C (E) of forms on E with compact support. Now integration over fiber has been defined by various authors as a linear map

Ψ: H k (E) > H k~m (B; H m (F)) , k^m,
where m is the dimension of F. These definitions are essentially algebraic in nature; for example Ψ has been defined by a spectral sequence. Using this idea when ξ is orientable, a linear map (B) . The main purpose of the paper is to show
1* The spectral sequence in A F {E).
33
(a) In this section we obtain results analogous to a theorem of Borel [6] , which we use to obtain an expression for Ψ lm The action of G [5] and Borel [6] : when {%i}> {VJ} are coordinates on neighbourhoods in B and F respectively, i -1, 2, , n -m, j = 1,2, , m, where n = dim E, we use the same symbols to denote coordinates induced on sufficiently small open sets in E; then according to Hattori and Borel, I p consists of those forms which involve at least p base differentials dXi It will be convenient to define this filtration by a bigradation of A F (E) .
For this purpose, it is necessary to assume that a fixed connection ( [7] , p. 63) has been prescribed in ξ. Of course, by the remarks above, the filtration will be independent of the connection. I*>* = 0 c r > p+q~r , I* = 01™ .
It is easily seen that PROPOSITION 
{/*}£=<> is α decreasing filtration of A F (E). It is the filtration associated with the gradation {C *}£=<, of A F (E), where
Note in particular that J° = A 1 ,(^), and I p ={0} for p>dimB=: n -m.
REMARK. If the above definitions are carried out for A{E), one obtains the filtrations of Hattori [5] and Borel [6] . In particular, the filtration is independent of the choice of connection in ξ. (7). A short computation now shows, when all quotients have been taken, and using (8), that
on the other hand, 
). The expression above clearly yields the right hand side of equation (12), as required.
2* Fiber integration, algebraic definition* As mentioned earlier, algebraic fiber integration is defined by using the definition of Borel and Hirzebruch [1] applied to the spectral sequence {E r } arising from the filtration {I p } of fiber-compact forms on the total space of ξ. For convenience we recall some definitions from the theory of (decreasing) spectral sequences: Because dim F = m and dim B = n -m, it follows that JS^ = 0 for q > m, p^O, r^O and that / p = 0 for p > n -m. (B) , under the assumption that ξ is orientable, in the following sense (see [4] ): DEFINITION 6 . ξ is orientable if, and only if, there exists an mform ψ on E such that for all xeB, i* ψ is an orientation on F x , the fiber over x; i x : F x c E. If such a ψ has been chosen, ξ is called oriented.
Clearly Thus there is a sheaf homomorphism ^\ JF~m -> <gy°; if ωelmδJ-^Z/), then by Stokes' Theorem, (^(U)(ω))(x) =0, for all xe U. Consequently, ^ induces a sheaf homomorphism, also denoted by ^ J^\ J^/Im δp-1 = έ» -* <t? B°°. Lastly,
is canonically induced by ^ on account of the commutative diagram below:
(g)
Combining σ with the map χhjι 2 we obtain algebraic fiber integration by (t (ω))(α?) = ^-(a?) when x e Uj.
It is easily shown that this is independent of the choice of U 3 , r so that \ is well defined ([4] ). 
